
Tech Sheet

Product Description:

UNO is the most unique product you will ever use.  It is
great for detailers and body shops to create the ultimate 
finish with ease.

UNO does not contain silicones or waxes.  It is a micro-fine
polishing product that can easily remove 1500 sanding
scratches when using a wool pad.  But, when using a 
polishing foam pad, UNO will create a flawless, show car
finish.

UNO contains a unique blend of  abrasives unlike any used
in the auto care industry.  This makes it the only product a
body shop needs to create a show car finish in ½ the time.

To remove 1500 sanding scratches, use UNO with a wool
buffing pad.  This combination will easily remove the 
sanding scratches and not just hide them like many other
products.

Then, use UNO with a finishing foam pad.  This
combination will remove any swirls created by the wool pad
and create a flawless, deep finish.

For detailers, UNO is the only product you need for paint
correction.  Use a wool pad for heavy cut, a medium foam
pad for paint correction and a polishing foam pad for final
polishing.  UNO is the one product that does it all. 

Advantages:

Cuts like a Compound / Finishes like a Polish
Body Shop Safe
Easy clean-up
No dust
Use on paint, fiberglass & gelcoat
Works in all types of  weather

Part Numbers:
32 oz.  # 22-983
1 gallon bottle  # 22-984

Directions:

By Machine:
1.  Surface should be clean and cool to the touch
2.  Set polisher to 1200 - 2000 rpm with a wool or foam 

pad depending on cut you desire.
3.  Apply a small amount of  product to paint and spread 

over a 2’ x 2’ area.  Try to keep pad flat at all times.
4.  Buff  evenly, using overlapping motions, until product 

is almost all gone.
5.  Remove residue with a microfiber towel.  Continue to

next section.
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